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Trust. Safety. Protection 
reintegration of victims of trafficking being among 
its main tasks, IOM Ukraine arranged a seaside 
retreat for children, who have suffered from 
different forms of exploitation
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COOpEratIOn wIth UkraInIan 
PARLIAMEnT STREnGTHEnInG

In June 2011, Mr. Volodymyr Lytvyn, Chairman of the 
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, met with IOM Ukraine’s 
Chief of Mission Mr. Manfred Profazi. 

Mr. Lytvyn expressed his gratitude to the IOM for 
helping to evacuate stranded persons including 
Ukrainians from instable regions of Libya. 

Among the pressing issues of migration, the Verkhovna 
Rada Chairman singled out maintenance of borders 
and simplification of the EU visa regime for Ukrainian 
citizens. Along these lines, he called for observing 
human rights for free movement, and suggested that 
IOM should help to settle the respective issues.

Volodymyr Lytvyn underscored that the Parliament of 
Ukraine focuses on the legislative support of migration.

Mr. Profazi suggested drafting and signing a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Ukrainian Parliament and the International 

Organization for Migration to improve legislation, 
thereby supporting effective counteraction to 
human trafficking, harmonizing the activity of 
Ukrainian migration management institutions with 
the best European practices and supporting legal 
and safe labour migration.

The Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada supported the 
idea. He stressed the importance of using intellectual, 
financial and organizational capacities of IOM.
Mr. Lytvyn also called for holding an outreach 
campaign to foster human dignity and arrange 
appropriate living conditions for people of all 
nationalities in Ukraine. 

The Head of the Parliament believes that common 
efforts will help regulate migration flows in Ukraine 
in line with international democratic standards. “A 
comprehensive approach to our relations will yield 
positive results, so this visit is the initial stage of intense 
fruitful work,” stressed Volodymyr Lytvyn.

Since 1996, the IOM Mission in Ukraine has closely cooperated with the respective governmental agencies 
to enhance Ukraine’s migration management capacity, in part through expert assistance on legislative issues 
pertaining to migration. Legislative assistance has been provided to relevant parliamentary committees, the 
Legislative Institute of the Parliament of Ukraine and so on. IOM assisted in developing over 20 legislative acts, 
for example the State Migration Policy Concept and the Law on Border Control.

“The Memorandum of Understanding 
will institutionalize IOM’s long-
standing cooperation with the 
Verkhovna Rada and allow us to 
intensify our assistance to improve 
migration related legislation “.

Manfred Profazi, 
IOM Ukraine’s Chief of Mission
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Manfred Profazi, IOM Ukraine’s Chief of 
Mission, and Volodymyr lytvyn, Chairman of the 
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (from left to right)
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Protection and reintegration of those who suffered from different forms of exploitation is among the main 
tasks of IOM Ukraine. In July 2011, IOM’s long-term partner NGO Revival of the Nation from Ternopil held 
a camp for child victims of trafficking (VoTs) and children of victims. For most of the 26 children from 7-15 
years of age who participated in the camp in Sudak, Crimea, this was the first time they had seen the sea, 
and for many even the first time they had been on vacation in their lives. The children came from Ternopil, 
Zakarpattia, Kharkiv and Mykolayiv oblasts, some of them from families, while others from orphanages. 

The unique climate of Crimea helped them to build up their health and prevent respiratory and orthopedic 
diseases, which are common threats to school-age children.  A professional psychologist and pedagogues worked 
with them to ensure that they fully benefited from their stay at the camp. Meanwhile, former VoTs – parents of 
some of the camp participants - seized the opportunity to undergo treatment, attend vocational training, and 
search for employment.

CHILD VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKInG
EnjOy a SEaSIdE rEtrEat
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Counter-Trafficking nGO
Coalition agreement Signed 
An All-Ukrainian Coalition of NGOs against Human Trafficking 
was formed in June 2011. Seventeen NGOs involved in the 
protection of rights of victims of trafficking (VoTs) signed a 
Coalition Memorandum and Agreement on Cooperation.
Ms. Maryna Pasechnyk, one of the leaders of Ternopil-based 
NGO Revival of the Nation, operating, inter alia, the National 
Migrant Advice and Counter-Trafficking Hotline 527, was elected 
President of the Coalition, while a group of the most active NGO 
representatives formed the Coalition’s Council. Membership in 

the Coalition is open to all NGOs willing to unite efforts to counter 
human trafficking and advocate for change in this sphere.

The Coalition founding meeting was facilitated and 
supported by IOM as part of the “Countering Trafficking in 
Persons in Ukraine” (CTIP II) project funded by the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID). 
IOM believes that as the government’s role and input into 
counter-trafficking work in Ukraine increases, the specialized 
counter-trafficking NGOs need to form a stronger, integrated 
force in order to advocate for change and reinforce their 
role in developing the government-owned National Referral 

WHAT’S GOInG On

Camp participants enjoying games and sports 
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Mechanism for VoTs. The experience of local “umbrella 
coalitions” developed under the previous USAID-funded 
project in several regions of Ukraine was instrumental in the 
implementation of this initiative.

United, the NGOs will be able to identify mutual needs and gaps, 
exchange best practices and provide a more robust response to 
such issues as monitoring the implementation of the government’s 
counter-trafficking programmes and action plans, national 
referral mechanism structures and procedures, transparency and 
accessibility, social entrepreneurship, in-kind contributions by the 

government etc. Issues requiring immediate advocacy intervention 
include increased state funding to CT work and promoting a 
favorable legal environment for civil society development, improved 
mechanisms of governmental funding for NGOs and government 
acquisition of services from NGOs and broader incentives for 
businesses supporting civil society initiatives. 

The Coalition is encouraged to join other NGO and civil society 
groups and initiatives, such as UNITER (Ukraine National 
Initiatives to Enhance Reforms), in their advocacy efforts 
relevant to the status and role of NGOs in Ukrainian society.

The camp was organized within the project 
“Strengthening National Mechanisms and Capacities 
for Elimination of Trafficking in Children in Ukraine”, 
an initiative launched by the Chernivtsi-based NGO 
Suchasnyk in partnership with IOM Ukraine on 1 June 
2009, with financial support from the European Union 
in the framework of the European Commission’s 
Thematic Programme “Investing in People”. The 
project is co-funded by the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), the Royal Danish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Royal Norwegian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Swedish Development 
Cooperation Agency (Sida). 

While at the camp, the kids swam in the Black 
Sea, sunbathed, and played sports. They also 
participated in group activities to raise their self-
awareness, self-esteem, team work abilities, 
effective communication and conflict resolution 
skills, which would help them learn to interact 
with peers and adults. These activities included 
individual and collective drawing exercises, games, 
discussions, and making play dough sculptures. 

“Victims of violence often showed unconscious desire 
to control the situation, influence it; they indicated 
the biggest need for love and attention from people 
around them. Children of former victims often 
felt unrecognised at home, showed indications of 
supplanted aggression or reserve, anxiety. Through 
our daily group activities, we tried to help them work 
with these difficult emotions, encouraging them to 
reflect on their behaviour and feelings after each 
exercise, and closely analysed their feedback”.

Olena Kalbus, psychologist

Maryna Pasechnyk, the project supervisor from 
Revival of the Nation, observed the changes in the 
camp beneficiaries’ emotions and behaviour: “At 
the beginning of their vacation, the children were 
drawing grim pictures, using mostly dark colours 
and red, which symbolizes aggression. By the end 
of our trip, the kids started to draw themselves or 
other people with smiling faces. Their attitude to 
one another evolved from suspicious to friendly 
and supportive.”

The children particularly enjoyed the judo classes, 
including basic self-defense training, specially 
organised for them. Many expressed their hope to 
continue practicing upon returning home.

Camp psychologist Olena Kalbus recalls the exercise 
where participants were asked to design a Tree of Joy 
by adding post-it notes, with things that had made 
kids happy at the camp written on them, to a tree 
drawn on a large sheet of paper. The kids wrote “sea”, 
“sun”, “communication”, “group exercises”, “tours”, 
“swimming”, “drawing”, “participating in contests”, 
etc. When the Tree was ready, one of the kids said: 
“This is it – the joy itself”.

WHAT’S GOInG On

Creation of an atmosphere of trust was 
among the main achievements of the retreat 
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IOM AnD U.S. HELPInG TO 
PROTECT VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKInG 

WHAT’S GOInG On

A courtroom equipped with technical facilities for 
the remote broadcasting of victims’ and witnesses’ 
testimonies was inaugurated in May 2011 in the 
Chernihiv Region Court of Appeals. In addition, 
a specially outfitted separate room for persons 
being held in connection with a crime during court 
proceedings was opened. The installed equipment 
enables the complete separation of witnesses and 
victims from other court process participants in 
criminal cases related to human trafficking and other 
grievous crimes. This technical innovation is a huge 
step forward: at present, the majority of victims and 
witnesses of crimes related to human trafficking do 
not cooperate with law enforcement due to fear for 
their personal safety. 

The project is funded by the U.S. Department of 
State and implemented by IOM in five regional courts 
in Ukraine. At the press conference in Chernihiv, 
U.S. Ambassador John Tefft stated that the project 
is a visible part of a larger commitment that the 
Government of the United States has made to stop 
modern-day slavery. The U.S. is closely cooperating 
with the Government of Ukraine in this endeavour.

The Head of the Chernihiv Region Court of Appeals, 
Mr. Sadig Tagiev, noted that this equipment will 
be successfully used not just for trafficking cases. 
Witnesses to other major crimes can also testify via 
video without being re-victimized by the defendant. 

“The successful instalment of the equipment was only 
possible thanks to the IOM programme and with the 
support of the U.S. Department of State. It will help 
Ukrainian citizens to feel that their authorities protect 
their rights and interests. By protecting victims of 
human trafficking, we strengthen the role of and trust 
in the legal and law enforcement system.” 

Mr. Sadig Tagiev, the Head of the Chernihiv Region 
Court of Appeals

Currently, only about one-third of victims of human 
trafficking assisted by IOM act as witnesses in 
criminal cases. “The equipment installed in the courts 
and investigation departments in Khmelnytskyi, 
Ivano-Frankivsk, Volyn, Luhansk, Chernihiv regions 
guarantees that victims and witnesses can provide 
their statements without having to face their 
perpetrators. We are hopeful that thanks to our joint 
efforts more victims of modern-day slavery will feel 
safe enough to cooperate with law enforcement to 
bring their traffickers to justice”, underscored IOM’s 
Chief of Mission Mr. Manfred Profazi.

Over the last two years, apart from the five court 
rooms, IOM was also able to re-model and equip four 
interview rooms in police investigation departments 
in Kherson, Chernihiv, Zhytomyr and Sumy regions, 
which can be used to protect witnesses and victims of 
human trafficking at the pre-trial investigation stage.  

According to a research commissioned by IOM, over 110,000 Ukrainians became victims of human trafficking since 1991, which makes Ukraine one of the 
largest “suppliers” of slave labour in Europe. The IOM Ukraine Counter Trafficking (CT) Programme was launched in 1998. IOM’s main achievements include 
the identification and reintegration of more than 7,700 victims of trafficking (VoTs), including medical treatment of 1,700 VoTs at the IOM Rehabilitation 
Centre, with the result of over 90% of VoTs being successfully employed or enrolled into an educational institution. IOM has established itself and remains 
the leading agency aiding the national criminal justice system in the development of an effective response to trafficking; in particular, IOM facilitated the 
creation of a specialized law enforcement department within the Ministry of Interior of Ukraine.

The IOM’s Chief of Mission Manfred Profazi, the U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine John 
Tefft and the Head of the Chernihiv Region Court of Appeals Sadig Tagiev (from 
left to right) during the official ribbon-cutting ceremony before presentation of 
the modern technical equipment in the newly outfitted courtroom
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BRIEFLY
Legislative Initiatives for Humane and Orderly Migration 
In May 2011, the President of Ukraine Viktor Yanukovych 
approved the State Migration Policy Concept by his 
Decree. IOM Ukraine was asked to provide comments, 
which were taken into consideration in this strategic 
document. IOM Ukraine also participated in the 
elaboration of the draft Law on Countering Trafficking 
in Persons which was approved by the Ukrainian 
Parliament in September. Furthermore, IOM provided 
its comments to the draft Law on the Legal Status 
of Foreigners and Stateless Persons adopted by the 
Verkovna Rada in first reading.

IOM Ukraine awarded for academic Engagement
In May 2011, IOM’s 
Specialist on Combating 
Racism and Xenophobia 
Yana Salakhova 
presented IOM’s work 
during a Conference on 
International Tourism 
and Migration that 
took place at the Kyiv 
University of Law of 
the National Academy 
of Science of Ukraine. 
Recognizing IOM’s work, 
Ms. Salakhova was 
presented with an award 
on the occasion of Ukrainian National Science Day.

OSCE/ODIHR and IOM call for Better Migrants’ Integration 
A roundtable discussion on the integration of 
migrants in Ukraine, organized by the Organization 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human 
Rights (ODIHR) and the International Organization 
for Migration (IOM) took place on 13 July 2011. 
The representatives of the State Migration Service 
of Ukraine, Ministry of Social Policy, the Verkhovna 
Rada, as well as other governmental authorities, civil 
society and international organizations emphasized 
the problem of migrants’ general social exclusion 
in the Ukrainian society. Moreover, efficient 
solutions to the above problems were discussed. 
Although the participants supported a recently 
adopted integration strategy for 2011-2015, further 

improvements in immigration and integration 
policy were discussed. In addition, the participants 
welcomed an assessment of the country’s needs in 
this field, prepared by ODIHR.

Rotation in the Mission
After a memorable six years with the IOM Mission in 
Ukraine, Mr. Anh Nguyen, Deputy Chief of Mission, 
has left the country to join the IOM Regional 
Office in Austria as Senior Regional Counter-
Trafficking Officer. IOM Ukraine would like to take 
this opportunity to thank Anh for his committed 
service and wish him the best of luck in his new 
position in Vienna. The Mission also welcomes the 
new Deputy Chief of Mission, Ms. Helen Fors, who 
has come to Ukraine after five years of service with 
IOM Afghanistan. 

Sharing Experience with Colleagues
In June 2011, IOM Ukraine’s labour migration 
specialist Iryna Savchenko presented the Mission’s 
experience in fostering circular labour migration to 
participants from Western Balkan Migrant Service 
Centres. Ms. Savchenko participated in the four-day 
training course organized by IOM in Tirana, Albania. 
IOM Ukraine’s specialist briefed the audience on 
pre-departure orientation training for agricultural 
workers migrating from Ukraine to Portugal, 
organized in the framework of an EC funded project 
on circular labour migration.

Peru Consulate Expresses Gratitude
In August 2011, IOM has 
received a letter of gratitude 
from the Honourary 
Consulate of Peru in Ukraine 
for IOM’s assistance to 
Peruvian citizens, including 
a mother and her child, in 
their voluntary return from 
Ukraine to their homeland. 
Since the inception of the 
Voluntary Return Assistance 
Programme in Ukraine, IOM 
has aided almost 500 people 
in their safe and dignified 
return home. 
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GIVInG MIGRATIOn
A HUMAn FACE

LOnG WAY HOME: IOM ASSISTInG 
MIGRAnTS TO RETURn SAFELY

A tired looking man rings the bell at the IOM Ukraine office. After overcoming a series of hardships 
and challenges, the only door he would like to see in front of him is the one of his home in an 
African country. Soon his five-year odyssey will be over. 

Thomas* is one of IOM Ukraine’s Assisted Voluntary Return (AVR) Programme beneficiaries. He used 
to be a sports coach in his homeland, but decided to emigrate after irreconcilable differences with 
his bosses. Before coming to Ukraine, Thomas spent some time in Belarus and Russia. “My friend told 
me that Ukraine is better, that coaches have a perspective here, but when I came it was so difficult”, 
says Thomas. He turned to international organizations for help and applied for refugee status. “Then 
I’ve got otkaz”**, explains Thomas, who did not meet the requirements for international protection. 

Thomas found a job in Ukraine that subsequently turned sour. He worked as a loader, filling delivery 
trucks with beverage boxes. “The management liked me and retained me for some time”, says the 
man, “But when the others started complaining about working with a black man, nachalnik*** 
told me: “I’m sorry, we can’t keep you any more”. 

After losing his job, Thomas struggled to treat his diabetes. “My wife used to send money to me, but 
later because of my children’s school fees I told her to stop and take care of the children”, continues 

By Yelizaveta MELnIK and Varvara 
ZhlUktEnkO, IOM Ukraine 
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Thomas has been regularly visiting IOM’s office in Kyiv 
where he could find assistance and understanding 
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GIVInG MIGRATIOn
A HUMAn FACE

Thomas. The lack of necessary medication as well 
as poor nutrition and living conditions caused 
severe damage to his health. He was eventually 
hospitalized in critical condition. 

“The management liked me and retained me 
for some time. But when the others started 
complaining about working with a black man, 
nachalnik*** told me: “I’m sorry, we can’t keep 
you any more”. 
 

Thomas, IOM AVR Programme beneficiary 

By then, Thomas was resolute about going back 
home. He turned to IOM for help and assistance.
IOM medical staff consulted him at the hospital 
and the Organization also provided him with 
the requisite insulin. In September 2011 IOM 
Ukraine was in process of arranging his return 
home, which includes a medical escort to ensure 
his good health and safety. 

“Some of the stranded individuals who choose 
to voluntarily return from Ukraine, due to the 
complexity of their situation, suffer medical 
hardships”, notes IOM Programme Coordinator 
Stephen Rogers, “Part of our job and our 
obligation is to ensure that those in need are 
sufficiently physically fit”.

“Man doesn’t have power, God is in control”, 
Thomas waxes philosophically in reply to our 
query about his future in his motherland, “First 
of all let me get home and see what’s happening 
there”. Thomas intends to check himself into his 
local hospital and follow the diet and medication 
prescribed by doctors in Kyiv: “By God’s grace I 
will continue…” 

Since 2005, IOM Ukraine has assisted over 450 voluntary returns, helping 384 men, 47 women and 36 children with irregular status to go back 
from Ukraine to their native countries. Between 2005 and 2011, assistance was provided within the CBMM I & II and GUMIRA projects. Currently, 
the IOM is implementing the EU-funded project “Support to Implementation of EC Readmission Agreements with the Republic of Moldova, 
the Russian Federation and Ukraine: Facilitation of Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration (SIREADA)” (2011-2013). The project promotes 
sustainable reintegration of voluntary returnees and serving the economic and political interests of countries of origin, transit and destination. The 
project is a part of the EC Thematic Programme on Migration and Asylum 2009 and is managed by the EU Delegation to Ukraine. 

* The name has been changed to protect privacy rights
** refusal
*** the boss

Programme funded by the EU
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the safe trip home for migrants begins with a visit to 
the IOM office in Kyiv and filling in the questionnaire 



“Our recent focus on children who suffered from human trafficking has shown us that there are many more unidentified child victims in 
Ukraine that need our help. We sincerely hope that we will be able to continue our work with state authorities for children and NGOs 
to protect the most vulnerable”

Ruth Krčmář, IOM Ukraine Counter Trafficking Programme Coordinator  

DOLPHIn TOUCH PUTTInG A SMILE On 
THE FACES OF ExPLOITED CHILDREn

Eleven children from Western Ukraine, from 8 to 15 years 
old, came to Kyiv for their spring break. But it was not 
a usual trip to the capital, for despite being very young, 
those kids have already experienced the darkest side of 
life – they were victims of trafficking and exploitation, 
suffering physical abuse and betrayal. To overcome such 
horrors, they came to Kyiv to receive psychological and 
medical treatment at the IOM’s Medical Rehabilitation 
Centre for victims of trafficking. 

Tragically, it was their parents who forced them to beg 
or sold them to other people who in turn exploited and 
abused the children. Now, with the parents deprived of 
custodial rights, the kids stay at an orphanage in a small 
town in Western Ukraine. With the help of their engaged 

teachers and specifically trained psychologists they try to 
overcome their fears and return to a normal childhood. 

Apart from ensuring the necessary examination and 
treatment at the IOM Medical Rehabilitation Centre, 
the Centre’s experienced staff had also prepared a 
programme for the little patients to see the best of 
what the capital has to offer to children. They had 
five days to explore Kyiv, do some sightseeing, visit 
museums, the theater and even play with dolphins 
at the dolphinarium. The children were truly excited 
about simple things such as eating ice cream or riding 
the metro and absolutely thrilled about fun activities 
like having their faces painted after watching a 
theatre play. 

By Kateryna ARDAnYAn, IOM Ukraine

Mission in Ukraine
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Making friends with dolphins was a bright 
experience for the once exploited kids 



The children were assisted within the project “Strengthening 
National Mechanisms and Capacities for Elimination of 
Trafficking in Children in Ukraine”, implemented by the 
Chernivtsi-based NGO Suchasnyk in partnership with the IOM 
Mission in Ukraine and financial support from the European 
Union, co-funded by USAID and the Danish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. The project is ending in October 2011 

According to IOM data, 2010 saw a dramatic increase in the number of identified children who became victims of trafficking (VoTs), an outcome 
of intensive capacity building and networking efforts for state shelters for children, orphanages, boarding schools, and juvenile detention 
facilities. 123 minors were identified as VoTs in 2010 (compared to 47 in 2009), 60% of them are girls. 47% of child victims were exploited 
in forced begging, 33% for commercial sex and 12% in forced labour. Most minors were exploited within Ukraine (65%) and in the Russian 
Federation (31%), either sold or handed over to traffickers by their own parents/guardians.

Children from socially disadvantaged families and those in state custody are extremely at-risk of being trafficked and exploited inside Ukraine 
for begging, commercial sex, and production of pornography. They remain a significant part of the risk group even after reaching adulthood. 
IOM is currently facing constraints in raising additional funding to continue targeted assistance to child victims. 

The stay was not only a remedy for children, but also a very useful experience for their teachers from the 
orphanage. With the help of IOM’s psychologist, the pedagogues learnt many new aspects of working with 
children who have survived trafficking and exploitation. IOM’s young beneficiaries left Kyiv with the hope to 
come back again to see the circus. At the train station one of their teachers mentioned: “I have worked with 
these children for a long while, but I’ve never seen them smiling that much before”.

Inha, 11 years old 
Inha, her three siblings, their mother and her partner 
lived in a tiny hut, which had no water or heating. 
All of the children slept on a thin blanket on the floor. 
They were forced to earn their own bread from early 
childhood, begging with their mother. The mother went 
to the Russian Federation to beg there, and left the 
children with her partner, Ihor. Instead of caring for them, 
Ihor “rented” his stepchildren to his new friend Olha, 
who forced them to beg and gave to Ihor half of what the 
minors brought back. 

Ihor and Olha abused the children, gave them almost 
nothing to eat, yelled at them, and beat and threatened 
them. Inha and her siblings were only identified as victims 
of trafficking by the Children’s Services when Inha’s older 
sister fainted while begging on the street. The children 
were taken to a local orphanage, where they went to 
school for the first time in their lives. When the social 
services tried to look for Ihor and Olha, they had already 
run away from the village and never came back. 

Maksym, 12 years old
Maksym and his brother Ivan shared a cardboard box 
that served as their bed in the dormitory where their 
parents lived. Plywood was put over broken windows, 
but little could it protect the children from getting cold 
in winter. Their parents never bought clothes or food 
for their sons, instead they forced them to beg for food 
and for money. While the kids were allowed to eat the 
food they received from begging, they had to give all 
the money to their parents. 

Once their father borrowed money from his “friend” 
Oleksandr. But when he couldn’t repay the debt, he 
offered Oleksandr to take Maksym and Ivan for a 
month to work for him. He told Oleksandr that the 
children would beg for him and give him all money 
they’d collect. Oleksandr agreed and took the boys 
with him to Kyiv. On the way to Kyiv, the children were 
spotted in the train by the police, who referred them 
to an orphanage were they are currently living. 

PEOPLE WE CARE ABOUT:
STORIES OF IOM’S BEnEFICIARIES*

* All names have been changed to protect the children’s privacy

Mission in Ukraine
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Children were truly excited about causey 
atmosphere of the IOM’s Rehabilitation Centre
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PUTTInG DOWn ROOTS In 
UKRAInE: ETHnIC KOREAnS’ 
ExPERIEnCE

After moving from Uzbekistan, Trofim Tegai, an ethnic Korean, successfully started a new life in Ukraine. 
Trofim had visited Ukraine annually for 18 years to perform seasonal agricultural work before eventually 
immigrating permanently in 1997 and settling in Kherson region. Currently, he and his NGO work with 
IOM to implement a micro-loan programme supported by the Korean Embassy, to integrate other ethnic 
Koreans. When telling his story, a proud smile stretches across his face. 

Today Trofim and his family own 25 hectares and rent another 100 hectares of land. They successfully 
grow melons, watermelons, green peppers, cabbages, carrots, aubergines, cucumbers, tomatoes and 
other vegetables and fruits. But peaches and apricots are his special pride. He cherishes every single 
branch in his garden and the result is fruit that resembles still life paintings of the Victorian era. Trofim 
has even managed to cultivate a rare type of apricot that smells and tastes like pineapple. 

He grows watermelons and melons from the seeds he occasionally gets from his historical homeland 
of South Korea. “My watermelons and melons are much sweeter and tastier than those in Central Asia, 
which have always been well-known for their sweetness in the Former Soviet Union”, says Trofim proudly.

By Vlad OStryanSkIy, IOM Ukraine  
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With IOM’s assistance Trofim Tegai (pictured) and other ethnic 
koreans in Ukraine can expand their agricultural business

Project supported by 
the Government of the 
Republic of Korea
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Trofim strongly believes in giving back to the community. He is an active regional leader of the Korean 
diaspora; he heads the Korean Cultural Centre in the Kherson region and is spearheading the Korean 
Embassy-supported legalization programme for ethnic Koreans in the south of the country. IOM Ukraine, 
together with Mr. Tegai and his Centre, currently assists ethnic Koreans to integrate economically, socially 
and legally through a special agricultural micro-loan programme. 

Dozens of previously undocumented ethnic Koreans have been able to obtain legal residence permits 
through the Cultural Centre, which has established effective cooperation with local authorities. Trofim’s 
achievements are viewed by many as an integration success story and now, with the Korean Embassy’s   
and IOM’s assistance, he is able to help other ethnic Koreans to put down roots in Ukraine.

Agriculture helps Trofim and other ethnic Koreans 
in the south of Ukraine to put roots down 

Afanasiy Kim covers young sprouts 
to be the first on the melon market 

Trofim Tegai is proud 
of his peach garden
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The ethnic Koreans have moved to Ukraine mostly from Central Asian republics of the Former USSR, to where they 
were exiled from the Russian Far East n 1937. Various sources show quite diverse data on the number of ethnic 
Koreans in Ukraine. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of the Republic of Korea indicates 13,000 people 
(2009). However, this number is likely to cover only those with the established resident status. 

IOM aims to promote the growth of migrants’ well-being and strengthen their role in the development of countries 
of origin and destination. IOM Ukraine is assisting the ethnic Koreans with irregular status to integrate legally, 
socially and economically.



Mission in Ukraine

EnSURInG THE HEALTH OF MIGRAnTS: 
TUBERCULOSIS, A WALL In FROnT OF THE 
MOUntaIn By natalia MOROZOVA and Ivan FROES, IOM Ukraine

Serhii* looked like “just another client” who applied 
for a medical examination at the IOM Migration 
Health Department in Kyiv. Unfortunately, it turned 
out that he had to delay his trip to New Zealand, 
as he was diagnosed with tuberculosis, a serious 
disease that requires rigorous treatment.
 
“No, you are wrong! I’m young, I’m an alpinist and I feel 
very good”, said the angry man. Serhii initially refused 
to believe IOM doctors and to conduct further analysis. 
Fortunately he changed his mind, but New Zealand’s 
Southern Alps had to wait until the end of the treatment.

The X-ray evidence was clear, and a set of tests confirmed 
the presence of a destructive form of pulmonary 
tuberculosis. The IOM doctor referred Serhii to a 
tuberculosis specialist in order to start the treatment. 
The patient followed the instructions thoroughly. But, 
unfortunately, after almost two years of treatment, 
Serhii’s condition had not improved and he was referred 
to the Kyiv Tuberculosis Institute to undergo lung surgery.

Serhii recovered well and was cured of tuberculosis. 
Although he did not look sick during the first meeting, 
IOM staff noticed that he looked much better after the 
surgery, as he came to visit IOM’s Medical Centre. He 
was very grateful for the service and care. 

 
Fortunately, the majority of IOM’s Migration Health 
Department clients are “fit for travel”, and for these 
people happy endings are the norm, but cases such 
as Serhii’s reminds us that we are dealing with health 
issues and that sometimes even routine medical 
examinations can detect serious diseases and save 
peoples’ lives.
 
Serhii didn’t climb New Zealand’s Southern Alps. 
He changed his plans and now lives in Pretoria, 
South Africa, and IOM’s medical staff assisting him 
strongly believes that he climbed (or at least dreams 
of climbing) the Blouberg North Wall.

* The name has been changed to protect privacy rights

Since its inception in 1997, the IOM Ukraine’s Migration Health Department has provided health assessment services to more than 185,000 migrants. In 
response to the request of destination countries, IOM has partnered with medical, laboratory and radiology services in Kyiv, Lviv and Odesa in order to ensure 
the delivery of efficient, customized and quality services in the major cities of Ukraine. In the context of health assessments, IOM Ukraine provides other 
complementary travel and integration-oriented health promotion services such as treatment, counseling, health education, immunization and medical escorts.

IOM Ukraine, aside from the provision of health assessments to regular migrants, promotes the physical, mental and social well-being of migrants and mobile 
populations irrespective of their legal status. In addition, IOM is advocating for evidence-based strategies and policies needed for greater inclusion of health 
issues into migration and development initiatives. By addressing the health needs of migrants, IOM is improving migrants’ health, protecting global public 
health, facilitating integration of migrants and contributing to social and economic development.
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GIVInG MIGRATIOn
A HUMAn FACE

“I would never imagine that one day a routine 
medical examination could save my life”.

Serhii, IOM’s Health Service beneficiary

IOM’s Health Department staff is ready to provide 
migrants with full information about their health 



EnSURInG THE HEALTH OF MIGRAnTS: 
TUBERCULOSIS, A WALL In FROnT OF THE 
MOUntaIn

“MIGRATIOn PRESSURES On 
UKRAInIAn BORDERS HAVE 
DECREASED SUBSTAnTIALLY” 

Mission in Ukraine
FRAnKLY SPEAKInG 

In connection with further liberalisation of the 
EU-Ukraine visa regime, the security of national 
borders is an issue of particular concern. this 
summer, relevant Ukrainian agencies approved 
the Methodology of Risk Analysis to Combat 
Illegal Migration. what is expected to change 
after approval of this document? 

The development of systems for risk analysis and 
criminal analysis in the Border Guard Service has 
a long history. The concept of these systems was 
presented in 2006 in the framework of active 
cooperation between the State Border Guard 
Service of Ukraine, IOM, the U.S. Department 
of State and the Polish Border Guard. From that 
time, we have been cooperating fruitfully. 

The State Border Guard Service of Ukraine was 
the key developer of the Concept of Integrated 
Border Management, which was approved late 
last year by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. In 
the framework of implementation of the Concept, 
the Methodology of Risk Analysis to Combat 

Illegal Migration was approved. The Ministry of 
Internal Affairs (MIA) is the leading developer of 
the methodology. However, our colleagues used 
the multi-year experience of the State Border 
Guard Service in the sphere of introduction of 
the risk analysis system. Now, preparations are 
under way to launch a joint virtual analytical 
centre, relying on the experience of Germany, 
Finland and the USA. The centre will become a 
platform allowing all interested ministries and 
agencies to share information, conduct joint 
analysis, and assess risks and hazards in the 
sphere of migration management. The initiative 
will obviously improve migration management 
through improvement of cooperation between 
all stakeholders: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MFA), the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the newly 
established State Migration Service, the State 
Border Guard Service, the Ministry of Education 
and Sciences, etc. In the short term, we will be 
able to develop joint recommendations on the 
legislative regulation of migration processes and 
specific actions to prevent irregular migration. 

Since 2006, when IOM Ukraine started introducing 
risk analysis  with the State Border Guard Service 
of Ukraine, the numbers of irregular migrants 
apprehended at the state border have gradually 
decreased. Major General anatOlII MakhnIUk, 
Chief of the department for analysis, risk 
Assessment and Statistics of the State Border Guard 
Service of Ukraine, is convinced that improved 
coordination between agencies will help Ukraine 
in further improvement of migration management

By Varvara ZHLUKTEnKO, 
IOM Ukraine
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Mission in Ukraine
FRAnKLY SPEAKInG 

The State Border Guard Service of Ukraine and 
the Polish Border Guard with the support of IOM 
are conducting joint assessments of threats and 
risks at the Ukraine-poland border on the eve of 
EUrO 2012 Championship. are there already any 
interim results? what are the challenges to be 
addressed first? 

We are reviewing risks and threats to the intensity 
of border movements and border security. We will 
have to ensure conditions of maximal comfort for 
the Championship participants, football fans and 
guests, without compromising border security. 
We will have to streamline formalities, make all 
necessary steps to facilitate processing of vehicles 
and passengers, while preventing illegal transport 
of hazardous substances and irregular movement 
of persons. 

Besides that, we seek to ensure that during the   
EURO 2012, both Ukrainian citizens and foreign 
nationals, who cross the border for purposes that 
are not related to the Championship, will not feel 
any discrimination in favour of participants of the 
great sporting event. 

The IOM Mission in Ukraine actively participates in 
the project, facilitating the exchange of experience 
and development of the assessment. 

We do not have practical experience in hosting 
a major event like the European Football 
Championship, but I am sure that we will be up to 
the task. 

May we expect a similar joint risk assessment 
project at the Russia-Ukraine border? 

The border guard services of Ukraine and Russia 
implement a number of measures to simplify border 
formalities. Some trains are already cleared in Moscow 
and Kyiv instead of undergoing border control procedures 
at the border. The issue of spreading the same procedures 
for other trains is currently being addressed. Activities are 
under way to introduce joint border and customs control 
at the Russia-Ukraine border. 

As for the joint threats and risks analysis, we are 
approaching an agreement on the matter. It is 
possible that such activities will be launched in the 
first half of 2012.
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Training on joint patrolling for Polish and Ukrainian 
Border Guards, organized by IOM and funded by the U.S.  
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Mission in Ukraine
FRAnKLY SPEAKInG

however, demarcation of the state borders with 
both Russia and Belarus remains a challenge, 
only contributing to the common perception of a 
«porous» eastern border of Ukraine and Ukraine 
as a country of transit for irregular migrants. 

I have heard a lot of labels like “porous” or 
“transparent” borders. We believe that such labels 
are incorrect. We will never again have a Soviet-
style border with fortifications and barbed wire. 
The border should be transparent for Ukrainian 
nationals and foreigners who cross it for good 
purposes and it should be closed for those whose 
intentions are illicit. 

The whole length of the Ukrainian border is protected 
in a uniform manner and the results of these border 
protection operations are generally the same. Our 
permanent analytical assessments suggest that 
in recent years migration pressures on Ukrainian 
borders have decreased substantially and continue 
to decrease. Numbers of apprehended persons at 
the western and eastern borders are decreasing, as 
well as numbers of irregular migrants who manage 
to cross the Ukrainian border but are apprehended 
by border guards of Slovakia, Hungary, Romania 
and Poland. The number of such cases is very low. 
(See graph) 

In the first eight months of this year we detected 
only 5,497 irregular migrants at the Ukrainian 
western borders, representing 2.5 times less than 
in the same period of the previous year.

That positive trend is associated with the physical 
and operational strengthening of border controls, 
development of practical cooperation with border 
guard services of neighbouring countries, strict 
compliance with readmission agreements, and joint 
actions with the Ministry of Internal Affairs  for the 
identification and return of apprehended persons. 

It is worth noting that some potential irregular 
migrants enter Ukraine legally. I already mentioned 
the number of foreigners — potential irregular 
migrants — who are annually refused entry to 
Ukraine for abuse of legal entry, particularly at the 
borders with Russia, Belarus and Moldova, and at 
airport and seaport border crossing points. 

Risk Analysis to Combat Illegal Migration will 
facilitate their detection. The Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs will provide information on the number of 
foreign visa applicants, number of visas issued and 
numbers of visa applications rejected. The Ministry 
of Education will provide information on the number 
of foreigners admitted to educational insitutions. 
The MIA will report on the number of infringements 
committed by foreigners. The Migration Service will 
provide information on the number of persons who 
applied for refugee status. The State Border Guard 
Service will report on foreigners granted entry, 
foreigners who were refused entry and the ones 
apprehended at the border for infringements. Such 
comprehensive activities allow to identify issues of 
particular concern, for example, to combat abuse 
of temporary legalisation options, such as travel to 
Ukraine for educational purposes, etc.  
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Developing risk and criminal 
analysis in the State Border Guard 
Service of Ukraine is funded by the 
U.S. State Department  



Missions in Belarus, Moldova, Ukraine
‘WHAT’S GOInG On’

Mission in Ukraine
FREEZE-FRAME

Since 2002, more than 1,700 victims of trafficking benefited from the services of the IOM Ukraine Medical 
Rehabilitation Centre. The drawings, recently created by the Centre's beneficiaries, speak for themselves, expressing 
the feelings of people once being exploited and now taking charge of their own lives

BRInGInG COLOURS BACK TO LIFE
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Mission in Ukraine
FREEZE-FRAME
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We are on Facebook

Come and visit us here:  http://www.facebook.com/IOM.Ukraine 

If you have a Facebook account, we hope you will find this a useful way of 
getting migration news and learning about IOM events and activities.
 
We would also welcome your feedback on our features - let us know what you think!

IOM.Ukraine

We are interested in your opinion – please provide your comments on this newsletter to: iomkievcomm@iom.int

IOM Mission in Ukraine, 8 Mykhailivska St., Kyiv 01001, Ukraine
Tel.: +38.044.568.50.15, Fax: +38.044.568.50.16

e-mail: iomkiev@iom.int, http://www.iom.org.ua

The IOM Mission in Ukraine in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) of Ukraine is 
organizing the Conference and Panel Discussion “The Future of Migration in Ukraine”. The event, 
marking 60th anniversary globally and 15 years of presence in Ukraine, is taking place in the 
MFA Diplomatic Academy on 12 October 2011. The conference brings together policy makers, 
diplomats, migration experts, journalists and representatives of the Ukrainian diaspora

Mission in Ukraine Find us on


